
Big bags from Contrecœur ordered in advance,

storage in the fields during the winter, 

on pallets, covers and tarps

Big Savings - On-Farm Efficiency - Product Quality



STAYING ON TOP OF THE PYRAMID LIKE TEMFOIN ENTERPRISE (BÉARN, QC) 
WITH MINIMALIST STORAGE METHODS TO GET THE MOST OUT 

OF SYNAGRI’S EARLY FERTILIZER DELIVERY PROGRAM

BENEFITS THAT ESCALATE

To know how to reach the highest summits in terms of efficiency, profitability and product quality,

read the inspiring testimony that follows. You will be able to realize that Synagri’s Early Fertilizer

Delivery Program is a lever to their success. Oh, and don't forget to contact your Synagri

representative or agent as soon as possible for more information in order to benefit from the discounts

of our Program!😊 It's over here👉 to join them: https://www.synagri.ca/contact/

AT THE BASIS OF THE PYRAMID

Temfoin is a family enterprise in Béarn (QC) specialized in quality commercial hay. Caring about the

health of their soil and animals, Andréane and Sébastien Gauthier are always hoping to improve,

innovate and optimize their performance. So, it is for the sake of profitability and structure that the

owners began, few years ago, to get their fertilizer in advance. Now, with Synagri’s Early Fertilizer

Delivery Program and the precious help of their sales representative Josée Falardeau, TemFoin

manages to receive all its products efficiently and economically by February. The producers even raise

that the quality of the products in the bags remains excellent, not to say better (in the form of rigid

and dry beads), because the bagging processes at Contrecoeur and the absorbents that are added help

prevent humidity. Consequently, the product is less sticky, and it crumble less into dust. Less dust

rhymes with less machinery cleaning, more precision and better division in the field. Briefly, foresight,

teamwork and quality products are at the basis of TemFoin’s success.

WHO SAYS ASCENT SAYS PREPARATION

Of course, to climb to the top, there must be a good preparation, starting with a crop plan and a

budget plan. Luckily, Josée Falardeau is always there to help the producers estimate the quantities of

fertilizer required based on the surface area of the sites. Planning a little bit more is safer and, if ever,

it is always possible to redivide the surpluses on high potential fields for example. But that is not all,

there must also be some thinking around the method to store the bags. In order to minimize

unnecessary back and forth, Sébastien Gauthier decides to get the bags delivered directly to the sites,

where he designs a kind of pyramid using recycled wooden pallets. That way, in addition to being

covered by a dust sheet and a tarp and being attached with hay bale strings, the bags are placed in

angle so that the water drains well. When spring arrives, hop! Temfoin is ready to go!

A special thanks to Andréane and Sébastien Gauthier for this great testimony!
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